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Abstract

The methods and procedures within United States naval aviation to certify an aircraft

safe for flight are well established. However, these methods and procedures are based

on clearing a system that is operated or monitored by a human. A fully autonomous

system will not have a human in or on the loop and will therefore require a new

method for certifying it safe for flight. This paper details how to use run time assur-

anceas the framework for a safetyof flight certificationof autonomousbehaviorwithin

United States naval aviation. We present an aerial refueling task with run time assur-

ance as use case for the framework for certification. Within the use case we then give

more details on themechanics of using RTA to enable autonomous functionality within

naval aviation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the United States Navy (USN), safety of flight certification author-

ity has been assigned to the Naval Air System Command (NAVAIR). In

June 2022, NAVAIR published the latest version of the USN airworthi-

ness policies.1 Thismanual standardizes themethods andprocesses for

safety of flight certification within naval aviation. Ultimately, NAVAIR

established a process where the various technical domains character-

ize a system against established standards to identity andmitigate risk

before a system is fielded. However, the standards that the techni-

cal domains rely on have one overarching assumption: there will be

a human in or on the loop when a system is operated by the USN.

The future of naval aviation is uncrewed and eventually autonomous.

However, before we can field these systems standards and methods

of compliance need to be established for autonomous functionality.

Before these standards can be established, there needs to be a clear-

ance envelope established to enable operations while we learn more

about this game changing technology.

All modern aircraft have some level of automation, which can be

thought of as an autopilot or relief mode. However, all of these modes

© 2023Wiley Periodicals LLC. This article has been contributed to by U.S. Government employees and their work is in the public domain in the USA.

still assume a human is in or on the loop during operation. Current dis-

cussions for certification of autonomy focus on six levels of autonomy.

These levels vary from level zero (no automation) to level five (fully

autonomous).2 Naval aviation certification officials have used these

levels in discussions with the various aircraft program offices as we

continue to field new manned and uncrewed systems. Yet, standards

and methods of compliance still need to be developed for certifying a

naval aviation system that could be considered level five. For the pur-

poses of this paper we will assume that an autonomous behavior being

certified will be considered level five autonomy (fully autonomous).

A fully autonomous air vehicle, one that would operate autonomous

from take off to landing without a human in or on the loop, would

be extremely complicated to certify as the certification process for

autonomous systems has yet to be fully developed and vetted. The

safety of flight certification officials are hesitant to tackle such a large

problem all at once. Therefore, prior to certifying an autonomous vehi-

cle we propose simply certifying an autonomous behavior to complete

the high gain task of acting as the receiver for aerial refueling. By

doing so, the safety of flight certification officials will become more

comfortable with autonomy.
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Naval safety of flight certification officials require certification evi-

denceprior to issuing a safetyof flight certification.What that evidence

would consist of is yet to bedetermined. This paper proposes establish-

ing a box, or clearance envelope, where the vehicle will be authorized

to operate autonomously. While inside the clearance envelope it will

be allowed to exhibit non-deterministic behavior (the exact behavior

of the system cannot be determined based upon the input conditions).

A controller will be used to continuously monitor the air vehicle to

ensure it is only exhibiting autonomous behavior while it is within this

box. If the position or behavior of the unmanned vehicle is no longer

in the box the controller will revert the air vehicle to deterministic

behavior (based on known conditions, the vehicle will exhibit a known

behavior) and return to a predetermined safe location before reat-

tempting to refuel. We will use run time assurance (RTA) to ensure the

air vehiclewill remainwithin the box, andwewill develop evidence that

certification officials can use whenmaking their risk decisions.

This paperpresents a formal proposal of usingRTA for certifyingnon

deterministic behavior in naval aviation within the academic commu-

nity. It defines the mechanics behind using RTA for the autonomous

(receiver) aerial refueling task. It further details how the clearance

envelopewould be demarcated, andwhat would happen if the receiver

reached a limit of the clearance envelope. The contribution of this

paper is the demonstration that a RTA can be use for certification of

an autonomous system to complete the air refueling task. This could be

a step towards certification of the overall system in the future.

While this paper does not highlight actual flight test data for allow-

ing a naval system to exhibit autonomous behavior, it is a critical first

step in defining a process where this functionality will be allowed to be

tested and fielded. This concept was presented by the authors at XPo-

tential 20223 and in the September 2022 ITEA Journal.4 This paper is

an update to previous work by the authors. The opinions and conclu-

sions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and not those of

the USN.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related

literature and safety of flight certification within the USN. In Section 3

we describe how to use a form of RTA as a possible method of limited

safety of flight clearance for autonomous behavior in naval aviation for

aerial refueling. In Section 4we go into detail on how the RTAwould be

mechanized for certification. In Section 5 we summarize our approach

and recommend future work.

2 BACKGROUND

In the words of the former chief engineer of the United States Air

Force (USAF): It is possible to develop systems having high levels of

autonomy, but it is the lack of suitable verification and validation (V&V)

methods that prevents all but relatively low levels of autonomy from

being certified for use.5 The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)

funded a study asking a question regarding the state of possible pro-

cesses for certification of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) which

employ machine learning or autonomous functionality through some

sort of evidence based certification process. These categories were:

FormalMethods; Requirements andMetrics;NormativeOracleGener-

ation; CoActiveDesign; Implications of LearningAutonomous systems;

and Modeling and Simulation (M&S) considerations for licensure of

autonomous systems.6 In the near future, certification officials will be

asked to certify autonomous systems. Until the certification commu-

nity develops solutions to these issues, officials will be reluctant to

accept the risks autonomous air vehicle possess as there will not be

a human in or on the loop to have the ultimate responsibility for the

actions of the system.

Currently, formalized standards and methods of compliance do not

exist for naval aircraft/systems that exhibit autonomous behavior (i.e.,

a system that is able to respond to situations that were not explicitly

pre-programmed) as there has never been a requirement for one to be

developed. Several possible approaches have been proposed, but none

have been vetted through the naval flight clearance authorities.7–9

Prior work by researchers has focused on this problem.10–13 Several

issues have been identified for certifying autonomy (i.e., the complex-

ity of autonomous systems results in an inability to test under all

known conditions, difficulties in objectively measuring risk, and an

ever-increasing cost of rework/redesign due to errors found late in the

V&Vprocess14). The decision space for certifying a vehicle to complete

all tasks assigned is extremely complex.

Schierman et al. proposed, and demonstrated through M&S, that

a run time monitor can be used for an uncrewed system to protect

the vehicle from unsafe situations. They pointed out that as systems

become evermore reliant on software it is reaching the limit of current

V&V techniques. They refer to it as a safety wrapper. While oper-

ating within the safety wrapper the primary controller controls the

actions of the vehicle. Once it reaches the wrapper, the fail-safe or

backup controller takes over.15 We propose a similar approach for cer-

tifying an unmanned air vehicle to act at the receiver. Providing it is

within a defined envelope the onboard controller will allow it to exhibit

autonomous (or non-deterministic) behavior. Once it reaches an edge

of the envelope itwould revert to deterministic behavior. RTA seems to

be a prime candidate for certification within naval aviation. However it

will require the safety of flight certification officials to think differently

as theywill not have enough evidence to verity exactlywhat the vehicle

will do under every possible condition.

Current NAVAIR processes require all possible conditions be tested

to properly characterize a system prior to certification. It can be

thought of as analyzing the system to determine what it will do. How-

ever, the sheer volume of these conditions for an autonomous system

make this resource prohibitive (both in time and financial cost). What

if we can shift the paradigm to what the system will not do? If we can

define a box where a system will be allowed to exhibit autonomous

behavior we may have a path to a safety of flight certification. If a

controller can use RTA to ensure the air vehicle remains within a clear-

ance envelope, certification may allow autonomous behavior within

naval aviation.

The certification process for naval aviation involves the technical

domains evaluation of the system under test against established stan-

dards via methods of compliance to identify and eventually mitigate

risk. The risk is then accepted or rejected at the appropriate level prior
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to a safety of flight certification.1 We propose the use of RTA to estab-

lish a clearance envelopewhere an uncrewed systemwill be allowed to

exhibit autonomous behavior. Thewill allow the behavior to be studied

and hopefully generate standards which will allow the clearance enve-

lope to be enlarged and eventually be the same as envelops that are

used for qualified pilots.

Autonomous aerial refueling has been seen as a fertile ground for

academic research, as every stage in the refueling process offers the

ability to obtain publishable results. Using a global navigation satellite

system, such as the United States’ Global Positioning System (GPS),

to provide relative positions between two aircraft has been seen as

viable method for an uncrewed aircraft to fly close formation with

another air vehicle.16,17 The demonstration of computer vision to iden-

tify objects has been a staple of the research community for a number

of years.18,19 Research has been done to train a neural network to

identify a drogue,20 and to anticipate the movement of the drogue

as the receiver approaches contact.21 Several papers have been pub-

lished that demonstrating the use of computer vision to identify, range,

and continuously track a drogue by an UAV.20,22–27 Finally, putting

all of the parts of the refueling process together was demonstrated

by the 2006 National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/

DefenseAdvance researchProjectsAgency (DARPA) program.28 How-

ever, a method for certifying an uncrewed system to autonomously

complete the aerial refueling within the USN does not currently exist.

3 APPROACH

As a first attempt to obtain a safety of flight certification for

autonomous behavior within naval aviation, we opted to analyze the

aerial refueling task. This high gain task is currently carried out by

fully qualified pilots and is considered a perishable skill (i.e., a skill that

requires recent experience for proficiency). In addition to their initial

qualification during training, pilots are required to maintain refueling

currency before completing transoceanic flights.29 Examining this task

by an uncrewed system is not a new idea. Two examples of uncrewed

aircraft completing this task are the 2006 NASA/DARPA study28 and

the 2015 X-47 program30 completed by NAVAIR. However, both pro-

grams were completed under an intern flight clearance (IFC) that was

tailored for a flight test demonstration program. Therewere numerous

risk mitigation steps put into them, and a human was either in or on

the loop. Our approach is designed to develop a method of obtaining

a permanent flight clearance (PFC) that will not require an exorbitant

amount of risk mitigation steps.

Aerial refueling is considered to be a forcemultiplier formilitary avi-

ation. It allows an aircraft to remain airborne longer or it can extend

its range. The USAF uses a flying boom to refuel their aircraft. When

using the USAFmethod an aircraft will position itself below the tanker

aircraft and allow a boom operator to plug the boom into the receiver

to aerial refuel. The USN uses the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion (NATO) standard for aerial refueling. It is commonly referred to

as probe and drogue refueling. For this method the tanker aircraft

streams a hose connected to a drogue, via a coupler, behind itself. The

F IGURE 1 F/A-18F Super Hornet preparing to aerial refuel with
key elements identified31

receiver aircraft then maneuvers behind the drogue and attempts to

place its probe tip into the center of the coupler. Once the receiver

aircraft is latched into the coupler the receiverwill push thedrogue for-

ward to enable fuel transfer. During refueling the pilot needs to place

the refueling tip into the center of the coupler with less then 4 inches

of error to ensure contact. If outside of 4 inches, the probe tip may

engage thedrogue itself andproper contactwith the coupler is unlikely.

Figure 1 highlights the drogue, coupler and probe tip.

Beforewecanbegindiscussing themethods for achieving anairwor-

thiness certification for autonomous behavior during aerial refueling,

we must first define several check points currently used during aerial

refueling. The pre-contact position is defined as a point 5–20 feet

directly aft of the refueling drogue. The contact position is defined

as the point where the refueling probe tip is securely lodged into the

drogue coupler. The refueling point is defined as a point where the

refueling hose has been pushed in, nominally to feet 10 ft, and fuel

begins to transfer. As detailed in Section 2, current certification stan-

dards are based on defining what a system will do. An RTA approach

to certification of autonomy will most likely required a paradigm shift

to define what an autonomous system will not do. We believe that

the key to obtaining a PFC for autonomous tanking is to establish

a clearance envelope where the system will be permitted to exhibit

autonomous behavior where amonitor will ensure it will remainwithin

the envelope. It would include the nominal location of the drogue and

the nominal location of the optional refueling point (approximately 10

feet forward of the contact position). The clearance envelope should

be large enough to allow some minimal off nominal conditions to be

accounted for during autonomous operations. A proposed descriptions

of this clearance envelope is discussed in Section 4.

Under this approach, a controller would be required to monitor the

autonomous behavior of the uncrewed system. This monitor will only

allow the air vehicle to exhibit autonomous behavior when the con-

straints of the envelope are satisfied. Figure 2 details the proposed

RTA architecture for clearing autonomous behavior within naval avi-

ation. In the beginning the process the current aircraft state, and a
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F IGURE 2 RTA architecture overview

F IGURE 3 EA-18GGrowler at the pre-contact position in 2013
behind a KC-13532

projection into the future, is passed to the RTA input monitor. Then

the controller/safety monitor determines if the air vehicle will violate

the clearance envelope for autonomous behavior. The main concern

when refueling is to maintain separation between the two aircraft.

The safety monitor in Figure 2 will continuously track the current and

projected position of the probe tip. If it were to violate the clearance

envelope it would switch the air vehicles guidance to deterministic

behavior and return the air vehicle to pre-contact. Provided the probe

tip remains within the envelope, the monitor will allow the system to

exhibit autonomous behavior.

A refueling drogue is designed to be flown within an airspeed enve-

lope that will overlap the tanker and receiver aircraft. Based on this

airspeed and aerodynamics of the refueling drogue, it should be in a

predictable position relative the the tanker aircraft. As demonstrated

in theNASA study and the X-47 program,28,30 data links can be used to

put the refueling aircraft into apre-contact position. Figure3 illustrates

the pre-contact position behind a wing pod of a KC-135.

However, for a successful engagement of the refueling drogue the

probe tip needs to contact near the center of the coupler behind the

drogue with minimal error. The bow wave generated by the receiver

aircraft, in conjunction with air turbulence, can cause perturbations

in the basket during the approach to contact phase. Due to these

perturbations prior demonstration programs have focused on having a

human in or on the loop to ensure the uncrewed system correctly iden-

tified/tracked the drogue, and maintained a safe approach via a vision

based system.

Prior research has shown that a tactical jet can maintain close for-

mation based on a data link.28 With current GPS technology and data

processing techniques it should be possible for an autonomous aircraft

to determine it location relative to the tanker aircraft with precision.

The onboard processor should be able to determine the location of

the probe tip relative to tanker aircraft. Providing the prob tip remains

within the proposed clearance envelope the autonomous air vehicle

will be allowed to exhibit non-deterministic behavior. If it were to vio-

late the clearance envelope, the controller would revert the uncrewed

system back to the pre-contact point. This approach can be considered

RTA and may allow the safety of flight certification officials to grant a

flight clearance for autonomous behavior within naval aviation. This

is an adaptation of the RTA approach outlined in Ref. 15 where the

researchers use themethod to allow experimental flight controls to be

studied to keep the vehicle from violating safety critical parameters.

This approach may not lead to a PFC for all phases of flight. How-

ever, it has been vetted and deemed a likely method for clearing a

limited envelope for autonomous behavior by fight clearance experts

across the United States Department of Defense, NASA and indus-

try. This approach also has some limitations. At a high level, it may

appear that this approach will cover all possible contingencies. How-

ever, there are edge cases that need to be evaluated prior to a fleet

flight clearance. Some of them include various emergency considera-

tions, hardware malfunctions, sensor limitations, and the ever present

threat of a cyber intrusion.

4 PROCESS FOR ALLOWING AUTONOMOUS
BEHAVIOR

Asdiscussed inSection3, this paperproposes aRTAbasedapproach for

clearing autonomous behavior during probe and drogue aerial refuel-

ing. This Sectionwill define theenvelope thatwewill allowautonomous
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F IGURE 4 EA-18GGrowler at the pre-contact position with a
proposed clearance envelope superimposed on the image33

behavior (Section 4.1), further define a tanker relative clearance

envelope behind a F/A-18 tanker aircraft that will be used to allow the

computer vision system to identify the drogue (Section 4.2), define a

drogue relative envelope that will also be used to allow the air vehicle

to guide itself (Section 4.3), and define how the autonomous receiver

aircraft will revert to deterministic behavior once it violates an edge of

its clearance envelope (Section 4.4).

4.1 Clearance envelope

Whenattempting to aerial refuel thepilot of amannedaircraft needs to

keep twodistinct items in their field of viewand account for themwhen

maneuvering during the refueling evolution. The first is the tanker air-

craft. The second is the drogue itself. Prior to being cleared to enter

the pre-contact position, the receiver pilot will be expected to main-

tain standard formation positions relative to the tanker.29 Once the

receiver is cleared to pre-contact, and eventually contact, the receiver

pilot is required to maneuver their aircraft with respect to a drogue

that is being dragged behind the tanker tanker aircraft.

Prior work has demonstrated that an uncrewed vehicle can main-

tain proper formation positions relative to the tanker aircraft.30 Prior

work has also demonstrated that an aircraft can be maneuvered via

differential GPS into the refueling drogue under an IFC.28 For our use

case of autonomous behavior during the probe and drogue aerial refu-

eling task,weproposea clearanceenvelopewhereanuncrewedvehicle

can exhibit autonomous behavior. To mirror manned receiver aircraft,

this clearance envelope would need to be defined from the tanker air-

craft (Section 4.2) and from the refueling drogue (Section 4.3). Figure 4

depicts an EA-18G preparing to refuel from of a F/A-18. A notional

envelope for a computer vision system to be allowed to search for a

drogue is based on the tanker aircraft (black cylinder). A notional enve-

lope for the guidance system is allowed to move the receiver aircraft

based is on of the identified drogue (red cone).

4.2 F/A-18 tanker corridor of autonomy (COA)

When building the envelope for autonomous refueling, the first step it

to limit the area where the computer vision system will be allowed to

examine to define where the refueling drogue is located. For this part

F IGURE 5 F/A-18 Equippedwith an ARS pod streaming a drogue
behind it with Approximate dimensions labeled34

F IGURE 6 F/A-18 Equippedwith an ARS pod streaming a drogue
behind it with our proposed COA labeled34

of the envelope we propose a corridor of autonomy (COA). Once the

uncrewed system reaches the pre-contact point the RTA monitor will

only allow the vision system to identify a drogue that iswithin theCOA.

The standard aerial refueling platform used within the USN carrier

air wing is the F/A-18.When used in the tanker role it is equipped with

air refueling store (ARS) on center line. We propose a COA based off

an ARS equipped F/A-18. The ARS pod has a 50 -ft hose attached to a

refueling drogue. During operations, the ARS pod streams 43 foot of

hose into the slip stream.29 The actual position of the refueling drogue

is based on a function of the tanker aircraft’s airspeed. For the sake

of this research we will assume the nominal position of the refueling

drogue is 5 feet down and 42 feet directly aft of the end of the ARS pod

(Figure 5).

For the sake of this paper we assume that a receiver aircraft can

define a point relative to the tanker aircraft within 4 inches using a

differential GPS solution. As the F/A-18 refueling drogue is 24 inch

diameter29 we shall define a circle with a 5 foot radius from the opti-

mum refueling point. We then will define the COA by moving the

near and far end of the corridor 10 feet from the optimal refueling

point (Figure 6). When autonomous aerial refueling, we propose that

the receiver aircraft will only identify something within the COA as a

drogue to attempt contact.

The COA is defined relative to the tanker aircraft via differential

GPS. Thiswill give the receiver aircraft the ability to identify an approx-

imate location where the drogue should be under nominal conditions

based off a known airspeed. This will limit the amount of false positive

results from the computer vision system.
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F IGURE 7 F/A-18 refueling drogue and coupler wire diagram from
the Standards Related Document29 with a notional COH added in red

4.3 Cone of happiness (COH)

While the COA is defined based off the location of the tanker aircraft,

the actual position of the drogue will vary as it is dragged through the

air stream.We propose the use of computer vision to identify and tack

the drogue prior to making contact with the coupler. When a human

maneuvers their aircraft into contact theymaintain some sort of safety

margin. The closer to the coupler, the smaller thatmargin is. An accept-

able misalignment at 10 feet from contact will be dramatically larger

than an acceptable misalignment at 5 inches from contact. We pro-

pose a similar method for building the clearance envelope where an

autonomous air vehicle will use its sensors to guild the aircraft into

the coupler.

For the purposes of this concept, we propose the use of a Cone of

Happiness (COH). This cone will extend from the edge of the coupler,

which has a 8 in diameter, outwards. Providing the autonomous air

vehicle canmaintain its probe tipwithin theCOH, itwill bepermitted to

continue autonomous aerial refueling (Figure 7). The actual dimensions

of the COHwill need to be defined during flight test.

4.4 Relating the COA and the COH to RTA

The first time a system is certified to exhibit autonomous behavior

within naval aviationwill require a restrictive flight clearance envelope.

We have proposed the use of a COA forwhere a systemwill be allowed

to identify a drogue behind a tanker aircraft. We further identified a

COH where the refueling aircraft will be allowed to guide its refueling

probewithin.

We are proposing the use of an RTA architecture as follows:

∙ We will only allow the autonomous air vehicle to identify a drogue

if it is within the COA. If it were to identify something that was not

in this corridor as a possible drogue, it would disregard it (i.e., the

exhaust nozzles of the F/A-18).∙ We will only allow the autonomous air vehicle to physically move

itself autonomously if the probe tip remainswithin the COH. It were

to violate this restriction it would reduce airspeed and return to the

pre-contact point.

We believe that by establishing a clearance envelope where an

autonomous system will be allowed to exhibit autonomous behav-

ior, we can use RTA to return the system to deterministic behavior

when required.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STEPS

This paper has proposed a method for certifying autonomous behav-

ior within naval aviation for a limited task. It involves developing an

envelope thatwould allow an uncrewed system to exhibit autonomous,

or non-deterministic, behavior providing did not violate the edges

of the envelope. It if were to violate the edges of the envelope the

proposed RTA architecture would revert the navigation system to

deterministic behavior and return to a know safe position relative to

the tanker aircraft.

Defining this envelope is just a first step. Before a safety of flight

clearance can be issued for autonomous behavior there needs to be

an establish standards and methods of compliance within naval avi-

ation. There also needs to be a tailored processes that address the

unique aspects of autonomous functionality (approving a system to

operate without a human in or on the loop). In particular design stan-

dards (hardware and software) including safety objectives and safety

monitors need to be established and vetted by Naval Technical Area

Experts (TAEs). These TAEs will need to be consulted to determine the

verification and validation standards, methods, and process. Through

their guidance certification data products/artifacts (evidence) need

to be defined that will enable the TAEs to make informed risk deci-

sions during the safety of flight clearance process for an autonomous

system. Future research that can help address the critical path for cer-

tifying autonomy within United States naval aviation are already late

to need.
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